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HoMe at the Tree of Life is a groundbreaking book that sheds light on the mysteries of

consciousness, life and death, and the underlying causes of physical and mental conditions. It

presents four people's extraordinary journeys of self-discovery and healing from severe disorders

without the use of medications. Dr. Gabor's pioneering techniques for exploring the subconscious

and superconscious levels of the mind helped her clients to open new and unexpected doors into

the fascinating realms of past lives and the afterlife, and to gain access to the universe where all

souls are originated from (referred to as Home in this book) and to The Source of Life.In this book

you will find answers to questions such as: *Who are we? *Where do we come from? What does

that universe look like? *What is our purpose on Earth? Why is there suffering on Earth? *What are

diseases and how can we heal ourselves?*What or who is The Source or God and how can we

access God?*What is the difference between the soul and spirit?*Do we have soul mates? Do we

have Spiritual Guides?*Where does the increased number of souls come from?*What is the future

of our planet?"This is a brilliant book. Not only is it a therapeutic work that is infinitely helpful in

showing you how to heal and remove significant life obstacles, but it is also a book of cosmic

wisdom, the proportions of which give you answers to the most important issues of human

existence." -Marilyn Gordon, B.C.Ht and author of Realize your Greatness"Dr. Gabor's book is one

of the most honest books on healing, reincarnation and the afterlife."-Theodoros Kousouli, D.C.,

C.Ht."This enlightening book is an inspiration to all who seek eternal truth and purpose. If you

enjoyed the books written by psychiatrist Brian Weiss, M.D. and psychologist Michael Newton,

Ph.D. you will love this book!"-John Sanders, Psy.D.t, C.Ht.Watch the book trailer,

Ã‚Â youtube.com/watch?v=GXKQQULwX58
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Dr. Gabor switched from dentistry to hypnotherapy and is helping people on a much deeper level

than just cavities. Delving into the subconscious, which as she explains, Dr. Gabor can help her

clients go the source of their addictions, depression and suicidal thoughts. Who knew that you can

be cured without drugs and endless therapy, apparently itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s the subconscious and

super-conscious that hold the answers to our problems.What I learned from the book is that our

conscious minds are a collection of learned behaviors and beliefs which constitute the ego. This is

the part of us that deals with our material, every day lives, yet it is illusionary because the material

world is not our true Home.As we live our material lives, we forget that we are actually spirits, pieces

of the Prime Creator(Chi energy), and that we build physical bodies to put ourselves through tests in

order to learn and grow as spirits. As we grow, we in turn grow the Creator. How we grow is by

being positive and by helping others. Say for instance you loved to cook(I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

imagine it myself).By following your bliss(as Joseph Campbell says), you become a great cook,

finding fulfillment and happiness, and you can feed others making them happy, and then maybe

teach others the art of cooking so they can both feed themselves, and make a living, bringing them

happiness.You can apply this scenario to anything and get the same result. A lot of happy fulfilled

people, and when everyone is happy, the energy of the Earth goes up and in response there is less

disease, and longer life spans for everyone.But, as Dr. Gabor explains, there are lower levels of life

who donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t want the energy of the earth to rise because then they

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t control us through fear, disease, war, etc.Why hypnosis works is because we

store all of the memories of our past lives in our subconscious(soul), which can cause addictions

and behaviors that the conscious mind doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t recognize, and so,



canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t control them.Once you visit the scene of the event causing the fear(stuck

energy) you can move beyond the event and you wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t need the addictive

behavior to cover it up. Asking someone whoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s overweight to just stop eating so

much can be cruel because their conscious mind, which is 10% of their brain, to fight against the

other 90% which is not even on the conscious level.Dr. Gabor is doing brilliant work that can change

the world, because it can release people from the bondage of their subconscious behaviors. No

wonder Plato said that we need to know ourselves.

This is an amazing book. It is full of very important and interesting facts about all the things I have

always wondered about. This is a must read for anyone who is searching for more out of life. I hate

to compare, but this book follows where Brian Weiss left off, only this is much more in depth. Dr.

Gabor is able to ask the Master Teachers in depth questions about life, pain, reincarnation, death,

immortality, G-d, and many other things. This book is more in depth than many lives, many masters.

Dr. Gabor's client, Mia, has a very special gift that we can all learn from if we open our minds and

are willing to understand. This book is easy to read, and it is hard to put down. I can't wait for Dr.

Gabor to write more books from more research. I highly recommend it!

Having read a lot from this genre, it's not often that I find a book whose words can literally be felt as

the truth. Thank you Dr. Gabor and Iam for conveying these beautiful and inspiring messages.

Having said that, there was one small line that was not lost on this limited human mind. To

paraphrase, it indicated that once we "completely" evolve and merge with Chi energy, we start all

over again (I got the impression this meant ground zero, at a lower vibration). For a long time, I have

taken great comfort in knowing that what I do now helps me in the present and in the future, on my

evolutionary path. I hope I misunderstood this, because I don't want to start all over again! Having

said that, I wouldn't hesitate to read this otherwise beautiful, enlightening, and uplifting book. (I don't

write reviews, but was moved enough by this book to do so. I am also conservative with my "stars" -

so to me, this book deserves a spot on my shelf near by my few best reads.)

The subject matter in this book is very intense and thought provoking. Although the title may be a bit

intimidating , itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s well written in ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“layÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• terms for

maximum comprehension. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s in line with my core beliefs and provided clarity in

areas I questioned. The messages contained in this book assist you in making more positive life

choices because youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re acutely aware of how every choice In the present affects



your future in this lifetime and the lives to follow.

I had the good fortune of reading Dr. Gabor's book a little while before it was published. I consider

myself fairly well informed on the topics of past lives and the time between incarnations, but "Home"

provided a body of information/insight far beyond anything I had read to date. Though the mere idea

of reincarnation or life between lives may seem fantastical to some, for those of us who have

already accepted this worldview, Dr. Gabor's research and discoveries are a logical next step into

greater understanding about how the system works on a mutli-dimensional, energetic level.

This book should be reviewed in three ways: worth of substance, appropriateness of method and

index of meaningfulness. There's no question about the substance: if you don't care about the

biggest picture, you don't have much to say, and not much can be said about your stance. This

work cares about the biggest picture: an ambitious project which few contemplate, but this work at

leat attempts, and goes far in respect of approach. The method collects anecdotal evidence, a

qualitative method which works when combined with conceptual analysis, biometric evidence and

statistical probability. Academic criticism will always find a way to criticize, people who appreciate

will always rise above academic criticism. Let's have a look at what makes anything meaningful.

Take a weeping parent whose baby has died, far too prematurely in life. Listen to someone whose

story is utterly fascinating yet trapped. My reading of this book influenced me to consider the

difference between reaching the way on and the way out. There's a huge difference, and I was

offered the way that makes sense to me, and for that I am grateful.
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